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By JOANN SIFFConstruction on a new women’s dormitory to be located on Col­lege Avenue is scheduled to be­gin during the week of October24. according to Marwin Wrolstad. Lawrence University b u s i n e s s  manager.The site for the new residence hall and the accompanying food service building, which will be built later, has been cleared.Contractors’ bids for construc­tion of the residence hall will be opened next Wednesday, Oct. 19. The award will be made to the chosen contractor on the follow­ing Friday or Saturday.Commented Wrolstad, “The ar­chitects assure us that the dorm will be done by September 1, 1967. That is the critical date. We hope it will be finished before that, but chances are the building will be occupied before it is com­pletely done,” he remarked.The new food service building is scheduled to be completed by December, 1967 so that equipment from Brokaw and Sage residence halls can be relocated there dur­ing Christmas vacation.Wrolstad estimated the cost of both buildings as just under one million, nine hundred thousand dollars. He said that talk about costs must be quite general since bids are not in yet, and the uni­versity does not want the pros­pective bidders to anticipate its capacities too much.
A R C H IT E C T ’S SKETCH of Lawrence’s seven-story Ruth Kohler Hall to house 125 women and tli Food Service Center to serve 600 diners. The architects have assured busniess manager Marvin Wr itory will be completed by September 1, 1967. The Food C enter i> to In* finished by December, 1(H>7, the dining' facilities at Brokaw and Sage.
e Jason Downer olstad th<* dorm­ami will replace
FREE CONVO WLFM will broudoaftt Bish­op Pike’s convocation address on both AM (580 kc.) and FM (99.1 me.) at 9:30 p.m., Sun­day, Oct. 16.
We Five Arrives Thursday 
To Show Off Unique Sound
W E  FIVE, pop music group currently riding the crest of its hit recording, “ I Woke Up This Morning. You Were On My Mind," will give a concert at 8 p.m. Thursday. Oct. 20, in the Chapel.With sales past the million mark. “ You Were On My Mind,” is the culmination of a concert­ed drive toward musical star­dom by five young performers, Mike Stewart, Bob Jones. Bev­erly Bivens, Pete Fullerton and Jerry  Burgan.
We Five had its inception three years ago when Mike, brother of the Kingston Trio’s John Stewart, formed a folk- oriented singing group, The Ridge Runners. Their first ef­fort, in a folk-saturated field, fell on deaf ears.
Only through brother John’s confidence did Mike continue in the performing game. It was John who brought the group to the attention of Frank Werber, manager of the Kingston Trio, who urged them to start over.
Unique SoundThrough John's urging, the group searched for a unique sound and abandoned the folk- music idiom. After countless hours of rehearsals, and often endless frustration, the new sound was paraded again for Werber who pronounced it ex­citing, but not yet ready for the public.
By this time, Werber had formed Trident Productions. Inc., a Kingston Trio-owned company and had gotten the services of Don Graham as National Pro­motion chief; it was agreed to sign We Five to a recording contract. The contract was the impetus that put the group over the top, for it forced the polish and lustre that made We Five a marketable musical commodity.
On April 20. 1965, Werber brought We Five into the Col­umbus Tower, San Francisco. There, for sue hours, the new group poured itself injo the task of making the hit recording. With the etching completed, dis­tribution fell to one of the busiest companies in the business, A&M records, owned and operated by Jerry  Moss and Herb Alpert, the latter of Tijuana Brass re­nown.Simultaneously, We Five re­sumed rehearsals of its night­club production with a verve that prompted Werber to re­mark, “I am continuously amaz­ed by their combined wealth of talent and total dedication to their art. I have spent many late hours working with them and have never been so creatively stimulated by anyone’s efforts before.” Needless to say, “ I Woke Up” was a smash hit.Reserved seat tickets for the concert are now selling at the Lawrence Box Office.
TRY-OUT NOTICE Try-outs for the first one-act play to be presented this yeor, a 13th century French miracle play, will be held at 3:30 p.m., Tuesday and Wednesday, Oet. 18-19 in Experimental Theatre. There are parts for ten French-spe«king persons in the play and one person good at mime but not necessarily able parler le francais. The play, which is being directed by Sue Campbell, will be present­ed Tuesday, Dec. 6 in the Ex­perimental Theatre.
Pike Talks of Basic Beliefs, 
Proposes Source of Faith
With a liberal sprinkling of wit and earnestness of manner, Bishop Jam es A. Pike present­ed his ideas on the proper path for Christian belief in this age at Thursday morning’s convoca­tion speech.At a press conference earlier in the morning, the bishop had introduced many of the themes which appeared in his extempor­aneous address to the students.Prim ary among these was a quotation he took from the phil­osopher Ludwig Vittgenstein: “Whereof a man cannot speak, thereof let him be silent.”
Saying that he felt religion must be based on modest infer­ences of faith from honest data. Pike spoke of the three ideas he feels are basic to Christian be­lief, those things of which he feels he can speak with confi­dence.First among these was his be­lief in an “unus” or God whose being he infers from the exis­tence of order, beauty, grace, and other components of life which he feels are evidence of something transcending evolu­tionary chance.The bishop stated that Chris-
Colloquium Treats Light Interference
J. Bruce Brackenridge, chair­man of the department of phy­sics. will present a science col­loquium lecture entitled “ Inter- ferometry. Application to Biology, Chemistry and Physics” at 4:30 p.m., Tuesday, Oct. 18, in Young- child Hall 161.The address is his first here since returning from a year’s sab­batical leave spent at Brown Uni­versity. While there, Brackenridge continued his research on light wave propagation.Tuesday’s lecture will consider applications of a simple interfero­meter consisting of a point source of light and a fine absorber.
tian doctrine has gone far be­yond legitimate inferences in trying to define God and said that he personally feels a lack of evidence to describe God as “omni-anything,’ citing the phil­osophical dilemma of evil in an “omni-everything” God.
Fundamental BeliefMoving on to what he consid­ers fundamental belief. Pike affirmed his belief in eternal life as he infers its existence from those phenomena which show that personality is not confined by spado-temporal limits.He cited evidence from mysti­cism, extrasensory perception, the experiences of Jesus and his disciples, the “group conscious­ness” of Jung, and the effects of LSD as indications of the fact that the soul transcends space and time.However, in expressing his be­lief in eternal life, Pike unequiv­ocally rejected the idea of the existence of heaven or hell as either is commonly conceived, calling them “ impossible con­cepts” and saying that they would incorporate “the ultimate immorality,” treating people as things.Last of his fundamental ten­ants of belief was devotion to the “victorious servant style of life” in which recognition is given to the fact that people arc basically different from things and that every man has a right to fulfill himself to the utmost.Christ’s Cross a SymbolPointing to Jesus as one of the great examples of the “victori­ous servant life,” Pike said that Christ’s cross was a symbol of a life for others, an ideal which he feels we need to emphasize more.Pike also spoke of his concern that the Christian church be “dragged kicking and screaming into the twentieth century.” At his press conference he spoke of the attempts of some churchmen to have the church over-define itself as a move which will cause
Christianity to become a “ sect which conforms Cro-Magnon ideas.”Pointing out tlie inverse rela­tionship of education and church activity. Pike spoke of the de­cline of the Church of England and |M>inted to the necessity of “ renewal while there are still people left to renew.”He said his present work in­cludes a careful analysis of Christianity which he hopes will aid him in working to resolve the conflicUng images which have arisen in Christian doc­trine.In his press conference he re­marked that if he should be brought to trial on the charges of heresy, it could turn into an­other Seopes trial and suggested that it would l>e more of a field day for the press because of the invention of television since the famous “ monkey tria l.”He reiterated his belief that the charges against him are be­ing prosecuted more as an attack on Christian social action than an attack on heterodoxy.
Professors Publish 
Results of Research
Articles by three Lawrence fac­ulty members have appeared re­cently in scholarly journals.Michael J. LaMarca, assistant professor of biology, has written “A .Simple Technique for Demon­strating Calcified Annuli in the Vertebrae of Large Elasmo- branchs” for the journal Copeia.Mojmir Povolny, associate pro­fessor of government, has written "Africa In Search of Unity: Mod­el and Reality” for Background, Vol. 9, No. 4.Richard W. Zuehlke, assistant professor of chemistry, has ap­peared in Vol 5, No. 1 of the Journal of Chemical Physics with “On the Possible Existence of Surface States in Metallic Palla­dium.”
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Morton Hits Open Dorms* Discusses Fishbowl Limit
♦ Calendar ♦
By MARION PARISIn an interview with The Lawren- tian this week Miss Mary Morton, dean of women, commented about the current controversy over wo­men’s rules on the Lawrence campus.Regarding the problem existing in Invitational Open House rules, the dean expressed desire to have the entire Open House system re­evaluated, perhaps by the Stu- dent-Faculty Committee on Stu­dent Affairs.However, she did not indicate a n y  specific recommendations she had in mind. Miss Morton said that the ideal situation in Open House policy might be the development of a social honor code involving an obligation to report violations. Some students need rules to protect them from their own folly, and it is the university’s obligation to prevent students from committing irrem- edial errors.Miss Morton said that the prin­ciple behind the ten-minute limit in the dormitory “fishbowls” or vestibules is not to time students with a watch or to forcibly evict them after ten minutes.Rather, each girl and her escort should be aware of the crowd­ed conditions, see to it that be­havior remains tasteful, and keep farewell time down so as not to greatly exceed the ten-minute per­iod.Further, she stated that the m atter will be discussed by head
residents and proctors, and each dormitory will be expected to act upon its own regulations.
She concluded the interview by strengthening her position that rules are vitally necessary for the well-being of the entire Lawrence student body.
SDSSDS will hold a meeting to ratify its constitution at 8 p.m., Monday in the Union. New members are welcome.
Wellman Will Speak 
On Plato’s ‘Republic’
Plato’s “Republic” will be the topic of Dr. Carl P. Wellman, as­sociate professor of philosophy, in a freshman studies lecture slated for 10:40 a.m., Tuesday, Oct. 18, in Stansbury Theatre.
The speaker spent last year on a sabbatical leave at the Univer­sity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, where he worked on a manuscript and engaged in discussions con­cerning the justification of ethi­cal statements.
Dr. Wellman earned a B.A. de­gree at the University of Arizona, and M. A. and Ph. D. degrees a t Harvard University. He also a t­tended the University of Cam­bridge.
GRUBS.. .
Help Keep the Campus Clean
C O M E  TO
ORV’ S BARBER  SHOP
108 South Oneida Street 
Across from the Zuelke Building
STUDENTS!A quality portable is always a good bargain
Hermes
Smith-Corona
When you’re choosing your new portable typewriter, don’t be gnided by price alone* ASK QUESTIONS!•  does it have the most modem features? •  a full-size keyboard? •  durability? •  is the guar­antee complete? •  is the dealer a specialist? •  does he check the typewriter completely before delivery? •  can he service it locally?Without a "yes” to all of these questions, your bargain may prove to be very costly. Protect your investment. Treat yourself to the best in portable typing.
Choose from the world's finest and buy it onShannon’s Rental-Ownership Plan
* Only $8.00 - $10.00 per month.
* A ll payments apply toward purchase.
* No  Interest or service charge if cash price 
is paid within one year.
* One year parts and labor guarantee in our 
own shop-
Shannon Office Supply Co.
300 E. College Ave., Appleton Phone 4-9112
Saturday, October 1 5 -Football, Knox, Law r e n c e Bowl, 1:30 p.m.Panhel Open Wing, Col man, after the gameReligion in Life Retreat, 4:30 to 5 p.m. SundayStudent Senate Turnabout Dance, Club Ivanhoe, 8 p.m.- 1 a.m.
Sunday, October 1 6 -Religion in Life Retreat, con­tinuing to 5 p.m.Wednesday, October 1 9 -Rehearsal for pajama skits, the Chapel, 6:30 p.m.
Friday, October 21—Homecoming convocation, the Chapel, 10:40 a.m.
Pajam a skits, the Chapel, 7 p.m.
Informal dance, the Union, 10 p.m.
Saturday, October 22—Freshm an - sophomore activi­ties, Union Hill
Football, Ripon, Lawrence Bowl, 1:30 p.m.
Homecoming dance, Country Aire, 9 p.m.-l:30 a.m.
Flying Club to Offer  
Reduced Air Rates
The Lawrence Flying Club hopes to interest students, faculty mem­bers and other Lawrence person­nel in forming a group who can benefit from reduced rates for flying time.
Under an arrangem ent with Max’s Air Service the club can, if a minimum of 20 members is reached, obtain the use of a 1966 Piper Cherokee 140 for $10 per month dues and $7 per hour of flying time. The flying time rate  is less than half the standard rate.
The purpose of the club is to aid persons in qualifying for pil­ot’s licenses. To obtain such a license one must acquire 20 hours of dual instruction time and 15 hours of solo time. In addition one must pass a written examina­tion and a flight check.The club can help people ob­tain their licenses for less than about one half the normal cost.Membership is open to all in­terested persons, including women.Persons interested in the club should contact Hop Igleheart, Phi Delt, ext. 359, or Sam Whitmer, Trever, ext. 312.
Arguments Flare Up After 
Announcement of Calendar
ELECTRONIC
SHOPPING CENTER
Component Hi-Fi and all the makings
VALLEY RADIO 
DISTRIBUTORS
518 N. Appleton St., (turn right at Appleton and College) 
Phone 3-6012
By PETE BURZYNSKILast week’s publication of the new Lawrence catalogue was the first formal announcement of the calendar for the 1967-68 school year.At a meeting of an executive board in early spring of 1966, the calendar was devised after ex­amination of the three-term sys­tem used at Lawrence and dis­cussion of systems used in other colleges and universities through­out the country.After being recommended and passed by the faculty, it was pub­lished in the 1967-68 catalogue which came out this fall.The proposed calendar calls for first day classes beginning the second week of September with a three-day freshman orientation period preceding. Exams would begin immediately following the normal Thanksgiving recess and Christmas vacation would consist of the month of December.Pro and ConArguments for and against the new calendar were discussed with the Lawrentian by Francis L. Broderick, dean of the colleges. Kenneth R. Venderbush, dean of men, and Professor Herbert L. Tjossem, secretary of the Uni-
Health Center Announcement
RULES1. Students should use the front entrance a t the center of the building.2. To be excused from a class because of illness, a student must check in with the nurse on duty prior to the class.3. Patients in the Health Center will not be allowed visitors. Tele­phone connections should be avail­able soon for the use of patients.4. Insurance claim forms are available at the Health Center. Questions about student insurance can be answered by Health Cen­ter personnel.5. A nurse is on duty from 8 a.m. - 10 p.m. and sleeps in the building to take care of any em­ergencies. HOURS Health Center:8 - 1 2  a.m., 1 - 6  p.m., 7 - 1 0  p.m. — Emergencies any hour Doctors’Monday —11:00 - 12:00 — Dr. Landis 5:00 - 6:00 — Dr. Loescher Tuesday —11:00 - 12:00 — Dr. Landis Wednesday—12:30 - 1:30 — Dr. Loescher 5:00 - 6:00 — Dr. Loescher Thursday— •5:00 - 6:00 — Dr. Landis Friday—11:00 - 12:00 — Dr. Landis 5:00 - 6:00 — Dr. Loescher Saturday—9:00 - 9:30—Dr. Loescher or Dr. Landis Sunday—Doctor on call for emergen­cies only.
versity Committee on Instruction. The reasons for the new sched­ule were the following:1. It would provide a long Christmas vacation for students, enabling them to have a longer job and independent study time.2. It would allow faculty mem­bers a longer vacation period be­tween correcting exams and pre­paring second term materials, facilitating attendance at profes­sional meetings in December or lengthy research studies.Arguments against the sched­ule:1. There would be no Messiah festivities, since a Christmas cele­bration immediately succeeding Thanksgiving is incongruous and poorly received.2. Although there are December meetings for professors, those gained in that month might be more than offset by the ones lost early in September.3. Students would leave summer jobs usually ending on Labor Day only to find school one or two days away, omitting the import­ant recess time between work and school.4. The thought of having to take books home over Thanks­giving vacation is repulsive to most students, and the use of the books for exam cramming pur­poses is entirely out of line with the original advantages of a tri­m ester yearly calendar.Other arguments have been voiced by the students, but the principal objections are listed above. Methods of ChangeThe processes by which the cal­endar may be changed are num­erous, some involving rigorous support campaigning and the classic red tape, others theoreti­cally very easy. The methods in­clude:1. A discussion in the sub-com­mittee of the Committee on In­struction, spear-headed by a stu­dent and favorably accepted by faculty members could lead to a recommendation by the Commit­tee on Instruction to the faculty, and. if the recommendation were approved, a new calendar would be designed by the committee. This revised calendar would then be submitted to the faculty for final approval.2. If President Tarr feels the necessity of a change in the pro­posed calendar, either through personal opinion or petition in the Student Senate by a  large percentage of students, he may ask the Committee on Instruction to recommend a vote for change by the faculty. Again, the passed recommendation would lead to revision of the calendar and final approval.3. If a petition were introduc­ed through the Student-Faculty revision, the faculty would ask the Committee on Instruction to rec- commend the revision to it, and after passing it, the procedures already explained would again be necessary for adoption of the revision.
LAWRENTIANS
+  C O M P LE T E  L A U N D R Y  and D R Y  C L E A N IN G  SER V IC E
+  SP E C IA L  S T U D E N T  RATES O N  L A U N D R Y
+  H A LF -B LO C K  OFF C A M P U S
+  1 0 %  D IS C O U N T  for D R Y  C L E A N IN G  Picked Up at STORE
Peerless-Uneeda
Phone 3-4428
Senate Debates Flower Question, Tables Motion on Discrimination
Oct. 15, 1%6 The LAW RENTIAN Page Three
By SCOTT LEWIS
The Oct. 10 session of Student Senate evoked more chuckles than business, but the budget was dis­cussed along with the calendar, formal proctoring during opeai dorms, and a resolution concern­ing fraternity and sorority dis­crimination.
The budget was removed from the table where it had been sit­ting since the previous meeting, whereupon a motion was made to table it again. With the motion withdrawn. Jim  Streater propos­ed to withdraw $125 from the LWA budget, leaving the Best Loved banquet with $80 and the May Day celebration with $90.
Originally the two functions were allotted $295, but the Streat­er proposal reduced them to $170. Streater felt that the reduction was necessary because t h e  money “invested in symbolic flowers is extravagance.”
The merits of flowers were de­bated. The Great Floral Contro­versy ended in the defeat of the amendment.
Davey Davis suggested that the $25 for WRA banquet speakers be removed. The motion died for lack of a second.
Amendment-happy Streater pro­posed that salaries for Senate of­ficers be cut, but his amendment, too. failed to be seconded.
A satirical element then enter­ed the meeting. Winsor Whiton and Bruce Bauer, representing the freshman men, asked that the LWA budget be halved. Stick­ing up for male equality, they ex­pressed a desire to form a Law­rence Men’s Association which would utilize 50% of the LWA funds. Bauer claimed that the freshman men wanted an LMA. He proposed a men’s Best Loved Banquet and a  counterpart to May Day: Arbor Day.
Senate President Craig Harris said that they should come to the Senate for an appropriation after the LMA had been formed. Some­one took Bauer and Whiton ser­iously and asked how the LWA could function on only half its budget; Bauer replied, with a straight face, that it would be equally hard for the LMA to func­tion. After the guffaws had died down, the LMA amendment was defeated and the tentative budget was passed.
Discrimination ResolutionA mimeographed resolution was passed out to all Senate mem­bers concerning discrimination in fraternities and sororities. The resolution called for “university recognition (to) be withdrawn as of 15 December 1967 from any fraternity or sorority chapter on campus” which showed any dis­criminatory policy or member­ship qualifications. A discussion followed and the resolution was tabled.
Another resolution was intro­duced — this one concerning the rescheduling of classes at the be­ginning of second term from Mon­day, January 2, to Tuesday, Jan ­uary 3. The change would help those living great distances from Appleton. Naturally the resolu­tion passed with considerable margin, and it will be sent to the Committee on Academic Affairs.Dan LeMahieu questioned next year’s calendar in a point well taken: first term exams are right after Thanksgiving and December constitutesChristmas vacation. He also wondered why the students were not consulted on the calen­dar.Kenneth R. Venderbush, dean of men, said it wasn’t a sneaky move on the administration’s part in not consulting with students on the revised calendar, but it was part of a long range program
spawned from the three term sys­tem. He said that, as the students were consulted on the three term system, it was not necessary to consult them now. However, a mo­tion was passed to have Senators poll their constituencies on the calendar.
Formal porctoring, the enemy of all open dorms, caused the greatest panic and, fortunately, ended the meeting. A rumor arose that the measure to have people police the open dorms was going to be put to a vote. The fact that the measure was even possibly under consideration aroused much protest and laughter.
Venderbush said he thought the measure was a joke, and couldn’t believe it was ever brought up.
A motion was finally passed that Harris should investigate to see whether any groups are vot­ing on formal proctoring and, if so, remind them that doing so is illegal.
Earlier in the meeting several announcements were made.
Jay  Mancini thanked the many clubs for their participation in a successful Clubathon. It was re­ported that Homecoming is “ inn­ing like clockwork” and will run from Thursday, October 20, to Saturday, October 22. Homecom­ing this year features the pajama skits, the bonfire opposite Orms- by—not in Ormsby, a Union street dance, the soph-frosh games, the game against Ripon, and other gala affairs.
Treasurer PlatformsThe candidates for treasurer have submitted their nominations and their platforms are listed in this issue. J-Board elections are postponed until Monday, October 24 due to the lack of junior and senior candidates.
Rich Crandell reported that the ticket sales for the We Five con­cert “are going fine.”
SS Speaker’s Committee Selects Scriven First Term
By SUSAN TERRY The Student Senate Speakers Committee, headed by Jim  Streat­er, is presently selecting speak­ers for the 1966-67 school year.Thus far only one speaker has been contacted for first term, but the twenty-member committee hopes to engage more.First Speaker The Speakers Committee in co­sponsorship with the Lawrence Philosophy Club will present the first speaker. Michael J . Scriven, a member of the Logic and Hist­ory Dept, of Indiana University. The title of his November 9 speech is “Proving the Non-ex­istence of God.” Scriven is the author of “Prim ary Philosophy” and has published numerous ar­ticles in professional journals.In addition to this talk on the non-existence of God. Scriven will give a Freshman Studies lecture on Kuhn’s book, “Structure of Scientific Revolutions” on Nov­ember 8.To supplement the regular schedule of speakers, the com­mittee has been preparing the format for the 1966-67 Student Senate Conference entitled "From Separate Corners.” The confer­ence, similar to last year’s Viet Nam Discussion, will feature two extreme liberals and two extreme conservatives; the speakers will present their respective views on topics varying from the relevance of Marxism to the essence of aca­demic freedom.The 1966-67 Conference is slated for January 10 through 19. Her­bert Aptheker, a noted Marxist historian and National Director
of the American Institute for Marxist Studies, will discuss the topic “The Relevance of Marxism to the U.S. Today.” Aptheker is considered the chief theoretician of the Communist Party  in the United States.
Reed Benson to SpeakTo present the opposing side, the Speakers Committee selected Reed Benson, the Washington rep­resentative for the John Birch So­ciety. Benson will present his views in a talk entitled “The Rel­evance of the John Birch Society in the U.S. Today.”
Two separate views on “The Essence of Academic Freedom” will also be highlighted—the con­servative view being represented by Russell Kirk, a •»rofessor ot politics at C.W. Post College, and the “new-lefter’s” stand being represented by Allen Krebs. Krebs is the founder of the Free University of New York which specializes in Marxist courses.To round out the conference, William Chambers, chairman of the history department at Wash­ington University, will speak at Convocation concerning extrem­ism in the United States today.
The Speakers Committee hopes to engage more speakers as they become available. The committee wishes to have all Student Senate representatives poll their constit­uencies as to their desires con­cerning individuals and topics for the 1967-68 Convocation and speak­ers programs. Any student desir­ing to serve on the Speakers Com­mittee should contact Jim  Streat­er.
S T U D E N T S
Du 0«r COMPLETE Facilities
WALK-UP TELLER SERVICE
9 a.m. - 10 a.m. 3 p.m. - 5 pm.
CONDUCTOR and violinist Rudolf Barshai will lead the Moscow Chamber Orchestra in its Com­munity Artist Series concert a t 8:15 p.m., Wednesday, Oct. 26 in the Cliapel.
Pi Phi, Delta Gamma Scrimmage Sunday
With hair askew and teeth bared, Pi Beta Phi and Delta Gamma will meet in mortal com­bat at 4 p.m. Sunday, October 16. This annual joust and blood­letting will feature an adorable running game and some utterly divine offensive plays.Taking place at the bottom of Union Hill, the game will be fairly standard: seven innings
Quartet Opens 
Music Series
The Smetana Quartet, first of two iron-curtain country imports on this year’s Lawrence Univer­sity Chamber Music series, will open the concert season with a program at 8:15 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 19, in Harper Hall.
The Smetana Quartet was or­ganized in 1945 while its members were students a t the Prague Con­servatory and Academy of Music. Since then, the quartet’s itinerary has grown to include more than 30 countries.
Beyond fame gained in its tours, the quartet is a favorite among European festivals, having had recent invitations to perform at such major events as the 200th anniversary Mozart festival, Vi­enna, and the 20th Beethoven fest­ival, Bonn.
Quartet members are Jiri No­vak and Lubomir Kostecky, vio­lins; Milan Skampa, viola; and Antonin Kohout, cello.Their program here will include Quartet in d minor, KV. 421, by Mozart: Quartet No. 2, “Intimate Pages." by Janacek; Quartet in e minor by Smetana. All tickets for the series have been sold.
FOR SALE 
One complete set of Great Hooks of the Western World, 1965 edition, including t h e  Children's Scries. Call 734-2550.
and a birdie on the ninth hole. A donation of 25 cents and no hundreds will be levied in order that we may send the Green Bay Packers to summer camp.
Ladies' and Men's
SHOE REPAI R I NG
M E N 'S  T E N N IS  and B A SK E T B A LL  SHOES
WESTERN BOOTS
Ruff Outs —  Dingo Boots —  Brushed Pigskin 
Water Repellent
JERRY LYMAN SHOE SERVICE
309 W. College Ave. Across from Penney's & Sears
Mem ber FD.I.C.
LB J TO GO TO 
RED CHINA TO SEE
ABOUT A P EACE
. . .  of Pizza (?)
FRANK & P A T ’ S
PIZZA PALACE
815 West College Are. RE 4-9131
FREE DORM DELIVERY ON TWO OR MORE 
PIZZAS . . . Until 1:00 a.m.
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FO LK SIN G ER S “We Five” will appear at 8 p.m., Thurs­day, Oct. 20. Tickets for this Homecoming concert, spon­sored by the Student Senate Special Projects Committee, are presently on sale at the University box office in the Music-Drama Center for $2.25, $2.50 and $2.75.
‘Six Characters’ To Show Pirandello’s Use of Masks
Platforms
Jerry Nightingale
I, Jerry  Nightingale, would like to present myself to you, the stu­dent body of Lawrence Univer­sity, as a  candidate for treasurer of the Student Senate. There are many traits an individual in pub­lic office should have, besides the specific qualifications required of a treasurer. I believe that I have the necessary traits and qualifica­tions, and that I can serve you diligently and fairly.Last year I served you as a rep­resentative to the Student Sen­ate, so I am acquainted with stu­dent government at Lawrence and I am aware of the treasurer’s re­sponsibility to serve both as an alert member of the Student Sen­ate and as an efficient account­ant. My math major and interest in finances gives me the necess­ary maneuverability with num­bers. My experience so far has taught me concern for the student interest, and responsibility to­wards my job, whatever it may be.My main goal is to see that every committee is treated fairly in its yearly allotment of funds. I promise that I will not attempt to unwisely take money designa­ted for one group and give it to another. It is not the treasurer’s job to decide which committee is more important than another, but rather to see that each commit­tee has the funds it needs to oper­ate in the overall budget.Knowledge of our committees
and other activities is pertinent to allotting each committee their share of the budget. The lack of knowledge of Lawrence Univer­sity’s organizations and their functions would be a great hind- erance to the incumbency.I am aware of the various com­mittees and organizations that are in existence here at Lawrence. My involvement in student af­fairs, and with the students, so­cial committee, forum, and stu­dent government has enabled me to discover the importance of a good treasurer.Money and leadership is the backbone of any organization. If the money is allocated correctly and used sagaciously, Student Senate finances could function as a strong connecting device among students, committees, and student government.
No m atter who you are the Stu­dent Senate’s budget affects you. The budget is included in a por­tion of your tuition; it sponsors dances, parties, concerts . . .  it absorbs the loss or profit from concerts; it aids in financing the Lawrentian, LWA, and other or­ganizations. The Student Senate budget is important to you. You should vote for the one whom you are confident will do the job. I believe that I can distribute our finances where they will be the most effective.
I ask you to take my past rec­ord of student body involvement and what you know of me, and make the right choice. I ask you
to let me prove that I will work diligently for you. I ask you to give me the opportunity to serve you as treasurer of Student Sen­ate for the coming year. Thank you. JERRY NIGHTINGALE
Martin AkorI, Martin Akor, do hereby sub­mit my platform for treasurer of our Student Senate.Of the various functions of the treasurer of the Student Senate, I see three primary responsibili­ties:1) Allocation of student funds to their utmost use,2> Administering these funds throughout the school year in the most efficient manner possible,3) Exercising his voice as offi­cer of the Student Senate.The allocation of student funds to their utmost use implies that the treasurer work with the com­mittee treasurers in preparing a realistic budget for the current school year, appreciate the finan­cial needs of these committees and impress on the committee of­ficials their own financial re­sponsibilities.It is also the duty of the treas­urer to administer these funds in the most efficient manner pos­sible. Currently, there are twenty- six student senate committees. It is imperative to the efficient fi­nancial operation of Student Sen­ate that the treasurer work within a framework that calls for com­munications and controls that co­ordinate the office of treasurer with these twenty-six committees.Because student senate funds come directly from the pocket- books of each member of the Lawrence student body, it be­hooves the treasurer to take ac­tive part in every decision-mak­ing process of the senate. Tra­ditionally the treasurer repre­sents the students on certain boards and councils of the univer­sity. This stems from the treas­urer being a member of the ex­ecutive council.I propose to exercise my voice in the decision-making capacity afforded to the office of Student Senate treasurer.1 will also work within the framework already established by John Hein, the last elected treas­urer, and hopefully add greater efficiencies to this system as necessity requires.Since the budget for the current school year has already been al­located, it will be left for me to see that these funds are adminis­tered throughout the rest of the school year in the most efficient manner possible.I believe that my activities a t Lawrence as treasurer of Peo- ple-to-People and currently the or­ganization’s chairman, exper­ience as Student Senate represen­tative. member of the Junior Chamber of Commerce member of the Colman food committee, a year and a half study of account­ing and finance and member of Political Science Club adequately qualify me to accept the respon­sibilities of the office of Student Senate treasurer.I am a senior, majoring in ec­onomics, and was last year’s first runner-up for the office of Stu­dent Senate treasurer.MARTIN AKOR
By NEIL HILLER
Luigi Pirandello, who was born in Choas, chose the title “Mas- chere Nude” for his collected plays. “Six Characters in Search of an Author,” which will be pre­sented Nov. 16-19 in Stansbury Theatre, was one of the plays which Pirandello bound under that simple and profound para­dox—“Naked Masks.”The Sicilian dram atists’s plays, in their attempts to discover and explore reality, abound with the types of masks which camouflage it.Every kind of mask, ancient symbol of both stereotyping and
CAST
A N N O UN CEM EN TThe following cast has been announced for the Lawrence University The»atre production of "Six Characters in Search of An Author” to be presented Nov. 16-19 in Stansbury Thea­tre. The production will be di­rected by F. Theodore Cloak.
FATHER ......... Mark KellerMOTHER ............ Sue HesseSTEP-DAUGHTER............ Joanne RistauSON ............  Bob SuettingerMADAM PACE Sally Price MANAGER Steve Rosenfied LEADING LADY.........Missie StoneLEADING MANRufus Cadigan INGENUE. Lynda Reynolds JUVENILE . Donn Burleigh OTHER ACTORS . Roberta Rickett, John Whipple, Sara Johnson, J a k e  Stockinger PROPERTY MAN....... ........ Hugh GrayPROMPTER . David Blake MANAGER’S SEC’Y.......  Bud WalshMACHINIST.........Peter MaclaurinDOORKEEPER Scott Lewis SCENE SHIFTERS Ken Craddock, Neil Hiller
disguise, was used by Piran­dello: mirror reflection, preten­sion, insanity, acting, even being a character.“Six Characters in Search of an Author” grew from an infancy as a short story called “Tragedy of a Character.” In that story, a  character from the novel of an­other writer walks into Pirandel­lo’s office one afternoon and asks to be given fairer treatment in a work by Pirandello. The short story grew into a play which mag­nified the question: allegory or symbol, reality or mask?In philosophy, Pirandello is a kindred soul of Bergson, and though hardly without literary forerunners, the greatest single influence on his life is acknow­ledged to be his wife, an incur­able paranoid who out-lived him by 25 years. Insanity both real and pretended, repeatedly ap­pears in his work, certainly the greatest “mask” of all.Does one understand a man or a “m ask” ? “Necessities define us all,” says Euripides; Shake­speare’s Hamlet, before feigning insanity, enumerates that which cannot “denote him truly.” But it takes Pirandello to put this into the mouth of a character: ". . . we perceive that all of us was not in that act, and that it would be an atrocious injustice to judge us by that one action alone, as if aD our existence were summed up in that one deed.”We are, however, ' ‘defined,0 “denoted,” “ summed up.” Defin­ed by a moment’s judgment, de­noted by an IBM card, summed up by a glib paragraph in the obituary column. . . Pirandello’s final instructions were: “The hearse, the horse, the drive — nothing more,” and his ashes were flung to the wind.
Hear. . .
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Summer Session Is Setting 
For Upward Bound Groups
NOTES FROM THE LEFT
Welcome Frosh
By BUD W A LSH
By BONNIE BRYANT
This summer Lawrence took part in the Poverty Program by conducting a session of Upward Bound. This involves high school students, and helps prepare them “ to aspire to something beyond the high school education,” as George Walter, associate profess­or of education and the director of the program, explained.Varied ScheduleFive courses were offered to the Upward Bounders: dramatics, mathematics, language, arts, u r­ban social problems, and higher education. F. Theodore Cloak, professor of theatre and drama, taught the dram a course and Wal­ter taught higher education. The other faculty members were im­ported from Milwaukee schools.
Throughout the summer, the students expressed interests in studying m aterials from other fileds. To accommodate them as well as possible. Lawrence faculty members donated their time to the student’s interests.
Edward H. Olson, Jr.. associate professor of psychology conducted a seminar; Elyse Rinkenburger held a class in radio broadcast­ing. There was also a  physical education program directed by
Clyde E. Rusk. Assistant profess­or Richard W. Winslow helped by offering a course in Spanish.All of the courses offered to the students differed from usual high school classes in that no grades were ever reported. The students were given no feeling that what they did had direct bear­ing on their high school records. They were there to learn what they could glean for themselves with the help of the faculty.Aside from the regular faculty, there were four counselors who lived with them, all of them Law­rence students: Nora Bailey, Terry Smith, Jerry Nightingale, and Winsor Whiton.
Weekend Trips
On weekends the program took the students on various field trips in connection with the urban so­cial problems course. This was an effort to familiarize them with the areas in Wisconsin. Among the places visited were Milwau­kee, Waupaca, Menominee, Nee- nah and the Appleton courthouse for a one day trip.Walter said that at the start of the summer most of the students were scared because they were not sure what to expect of the program or what the program ex-
Guided Miscellany
Exams a la Mode
By NANCY L. KAPLAN
T H E  E X P E R IE N C E  of taking a final examination in a seriously proctored classroom is an experience everyone should miss. The Harvard Summer School session each year allows for no honor systemof any kind. Men are barred from the women’s jjorms at the front gate, and proctors are carefully trained to do their best to keep the student concen­trating on his own work.The physical set-up of an exam room is discouraging to the hopeful rule-breaker. Students from the same course are sepa­rated by three rows from fellow laborers, and by at least two seats on either side.All students sit in a corre­sponding seat in each row, so we have straight lines of stu­dents isolated from each other down the length of a room which seems to hold as many as Law­rence’s Chapel.The proctors are paid by the hour, and have a variety of ways to fulfill their duties. Their in­credibly distracting habits dur­ing the three hour period appear to come naturally, but in fact an intensive training session is undergone by each proctor.Proctors’ RulesThe first requisite of the proc­tor which is taught at this ses­sion is what he or she should wear when on duty. Women are encouraged to bedeck them­selves in fine jewelry, in par­ticular charm bracelets. Hig heels are strongly recommended for old, marble-floored halls, and 
f a i l in g  that, girls should drag their worndown loafers.Men should wear flashy m a­dras shirts and have metal-heel­ed shoes, never sneakers.Appropriate equipment for the
proctor includes reading m a­terial and snack ammunition. The best prepared proctor will bring the freshest, crunchiest New York Times he can find, and he will conscientiously read each story to its grim end, turn­ing with great enthusiasm to the page where each is continued.The students may rest assured that Russell Baker and James Reston will contribute riotous columns on exam days.New and preferably dirty pa­perbacks are suggested, especial­ly French ones where the pages come uncut.The food needed to keep the proctor alive throughout the morning varies in consistency and odor. Delicacies are recom­mended, with liver pates and chocolate eclairs taking the lead in popularity.Pop-top cans are fun, and keep the students jumping, and the contents of the cans are of course to wash down potato chips and lettuce.In case the student has failed he noticed the presence of the proctor, the proctor is told to prance around the hall every so often in a Big Brotherly manner to assure the students that he cares.When the ordeal is over it is the proctor’s job to inform the students that they may not write another thing. One particularly catchy phrase which proctors use at this time is, ‘‘Okay, gang, the party’s over.”
pected from them. Soon, however, they began to feel at home, and to build up relationships with the other students, the counselors, and the faculty.
The students found a real joy in the fact that adults in the pro­gram were willing to listen to them. They had never before en­countered adults who were inter­ested in their opinions, and Walter feels they benefited greatly in open discussions, both formal and informal.
“The heart of this,” he said, “ is the personal relationship between the teacher and the kids. The min­ute you try to computerize it, you fail.”As an evaluation of the work of this summer, Walter said, “ It was outstandingly successful. One of the most exciting educational experiences I have seen any­where.”
Next summer there will be a follow up to the program. At that point it is hoped that all the stu­dents will have made plans for the following year, their first out of high school. The work then will be in direct preparation for what­ever they will be doing.
Student Evaluation
Certainly the clearest indica­tion of the success would come from the students themselves. In the final issue of the newspaper they put out weekly during the summer, each of them wrote a short piece on what he had gained from the experience.“Everyone in this program has given up a part of his life, and I feel that working up to my ability in school will be a small price to pay for these sacrifices.”“ It helped me find myself when I thought there was no self to find.”
“ . . . UB helped me to get up to the plate and hit the ball; now it’s up to me to run the bases to get all the way home—home to college and my future.”
There is little doubt what the students, faculty, and administra­tion thought of the program. TTie real results will be seen when the Upward Bounders begin ap­plying to educational institutions beyond high school.
What’s This I Hear
—that the wooden staircase in Sage is condemned?—that only approximately one seventh of the freshman class is from outside the Mid­west?—that Ormsby girls wear T-shirts?
—that the Lawrence admin­istration has been bickering for three years about the kind of lighting to be used on the campus grounds while the stu­dents stumble in the dark?—we’re getting a new track while some of the buildings re­main below fire regulation standards?—that Mr. Thelin is Santa Claus?—that the faculty thinks the freshman class has no sense of humor?
“N otes from the L eft” is intended to be a free forum for liberat- leftist I'ieu's. It does not necessarily reflect the rie ivs or opinions of the editorial board of the Laurentian. Anyone wishing to contribute to the column should contact Darnd Chambers, East House, or Hud ¡Valsh, Trever.
With what you’ve seen, heard, read, and imagined these last three weeks or so, you have been —o r should have been—weaned, worried, wisened, and wrought, if not over wrought. You are, no doubt, going through a period of infatuation with Lawrence that will last at least until rush is over next term.But it is time someone let you in on Lawrence's terrible secret, usually capitalized. the in­famous Lawrence Pro b 1 e m. “They” will tell you that the problem is “ student apathy” . This has been the official line of everyone from administrators and Student Senate to the abor­tive campus John Birch Society two years ago. And they tell the freshman class half in jest, if you don’t feel apathetic yet, wait around a term.This is absolute hogwash. (It’s actually something else, but that vernacular I cannot get into a newspaper.) It is also white­wash. Just let the faculty pass a ruling abolishing Hell Week, and watch the fireworks. Just let somebody try to speak in op­position to the war on Vietnam, and listen to the exhuberant shouting. Lawrence students, dear friend, are as apathetic as a hungry barracuda.
Apathy Not the Problem
I don’t mean to deny the real­ity of the Lawrence Problem. But apathy is not it. Anybody who has seen the flurry of ac­tivity preceding the Brawl or a stage play or a Contributor edi­tion cannot believe that Law­rence students are apathetic.Lawrence students are cal­lous. That is the Lawrence Prob­lem. They are callous to the fact that hundreds die each week in a meaningless experi­mental war that General Mac Arthur himself said we could never win. They are callous to the fact that the financial status which enables them to be stu­dents saves them and damns others to a demeaning death in an Asian jungle.They are callous to the fact that grades and test scores are used to conscript their class­mates, that the meaning of the academic life and academic
achievement is being perverted by the military, tl\at the tech­niques of bloodletting are being taught on this very campus.
And they are insulated. We are insulated against the fact that each semester over 100 stu­dents at the University of Calcut­ta die of starvation and malnu­trition, that segregated public schools in our cities are breed­ing another generation of hatred and misunderstanding, that men of conscience are imprisoned, sometimes merely for voicing that conscience.
We are insulated against the fact that America is an ideologi­cal state that seeks answers which must conform to its offi­cial dogma as Chinese answer to the Marxist dogma. And we are insulated against the fact that the proliferation of nuclear weapons brings the world to the brink of suicide while our own government once again contrib­utes to the destruction of an international institution which might mean salvation.
Callousness would be justified, no, it would be necessary, if these and other social evils were beyond our influence. But they are not! Just this summer I saw 30 high school kids bring the mighty Eagles Club to its knees because it barred Negroes. A short time ago and only four miles away a sickly old man in a tar-paper shack froze to death because there was no one to help. Now through the interces­sion of Lantern and SDS, this need never happen again.
Negroes Almost PeopleToday Negroes are almost like people to most officials, largely due to the college generation that immediately preceded us. Our own classmates are manning the potentially bloody picket lines in Chicago, scaring the hell out of the bosses and winning new dimensions of freedom.Not even the great issues of war and peace, life and death, are totally beyond our influence, as indicated by the world press from Ottawa to Cairo to Hanoi. Which doesn’t leave much time for considering the “Lawrence Problem.”
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From the Editorial BoardOpen Dorm Rules
Tt now appears that Dean Morton is serious about es­tablishing a policing’ system for open dorms. She feels that the lack of reported violations of open dorm regula­tions indicates the rules are being flouted and that only proctors patrolling the hallways can “protect the students from their own foolishness.”Doubtless, like all rules, the open dorm rules have on occasion been broken. However, it seems clear that rather than indicating a need for a crackdown, the lack of any report of violations is a demonstration of the student community’s attitude toward the questionable reasoning and pervading pettiness of the open dorm rules.Even Dean Venderbush admitted he thought the proc- toring proposal was a joke.If open dorms are to be reevaluated, consideration should not be given to instituting a police-state enforce­ment of rules that have been shown to lack the support of the student community.If any change need be made, it should be to sanction those standards of conduct which the student community has come to develop and accept as in keeping with its sense of propriety and privacy.
At Last
After an open women’s meeting on Wednesday night a proposal was passed by the eighty wotnen present to give each women’s living unit the authority to review their rules and change them if necessary. The proposal will be voted upon by each h'ouse council and, if passed, sent to the dean of women.The change would not effect major rules such as women’s hours, safety rules, etc. Rather, it would affect less vital, and in many cases, outdated rules involving after-hours use of the lounges and telephone, no bare feet in the lobby, hours during which clothes may be washed, or showers taken, that are now enforced in almost all living units but should only apply to a few dormitories.W e support this living unit autonomy because the women that live in each unit are best qualified to make their own rules. W e are surprised it took so long for Lawrence women to question their antiquated dormitory regulations.
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Campus, Dormitory Rules
By CHARLENE A. SANNAIn an open meeting held in the Riverview Lounge Wednesday evening, an estimated 80 Law­rence women discussed both cam­pus and dormitory rules about which they feel there has been confusion or inconsistencies.The women gave most of their attention to two main topics: re­ported administrative concern about invitational open dorms and a proposal drawn up by a com­mittee headed by Marcia Wilson asking for a simplification of house rules and the investiture of more authority in house councils.As the meeting opened, Lynn Barile, head proctor of Ormsby, reported on the recent meeting of head proctors and head residents with Miss Morton, dean of wom­en, a meeting from which con­fusion developed concerning “fish­bowl” conduct and open dorm proctoring.Miss Barile explained that be­cause of the informal, rather dis­organized atmosphere of the gath­ering, inconsistencies concerning dorm rules enforcement were not ironed out.TTiree main topics had been on
the agenda: the possibility of leaving women’s dorms open one hour later (until late per time), the inconsistencies in “fishbowl” guidelines and the duties of open dorm hostesses. Reportedly noth­ing came out of this meeting ex­cept the two widely publicized and debunked suggestions, a 10- minute “fishbowl” limit and open dorm proctoring, which a t least one head resident has considered enforcing as law.From the report on the head residents and proctors’ meeting, attention moved to the possibility of formal proctoring during open dorms. Opinions initially expressed during the discussion indicated a general desire of those present to verbalize in an organized manner their opposition to any kind of regular proctoring before it could be initiated. The idea of proctor­ing was termed by some as “ in­sulting.”As the rules now stand. Miss Wilson pointed out. they prohibit “ formal proctoring” but never­theless include what has been called an ambiguous cause that holds the hostess “ responsible” for open dorm conduct.
Moscow Chamber Group Will Open Concert Series
The Moscow Chamber Orches­tra, playing its second concert here in three seasons, will open the 1966-67 Lawrence Community Artist Series with a program at 8:15 p.m., Wednesday, Oct. 26, in Memorial Chapel.On its premiere visit in 1964, the orchestra scored one of the greatest triumphs in recent Ar­tist Series history. Playing to a packed house, the ensemble was given a standing ovation for the color, precision and drive exhib­ited in its program.The Moscow Chamber Orches­tra  was founded in 1955. At first it was simply a private musical group, whose members, eager to play the kind of repertory not frequently performed in the reg­ular concert series, gave to it whatever time they had free from their work in opera or symphony orchestras and in music schools.The first public performance in Moscow in the spring of 1956 drew an immediate response from the city’s musical public. One year later the Ministry of Culture add­ed it to its dance, musical and dram atic ensembles.Rudolf Barshai. one of today’s outstanding violists, has headed
the orchestra since its beginning. He acquired his musical educa­tion at the Moscow Conservatory. In addition to his fame as a solo­ist. he is author of arrangements and new orchestrations of many works for chamber orchestra.The Moscow Chamber Orches­tra  is an orchestra of soloists. In its repertory each instrumentalist has the opportunity of performing a solo part. The core of the or­chestra, augmented by other in­struments for special works, is a permanent group of fourteen string players, all graduates of the Moscow Conservatory. In mu­sic of seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the group, as was the custom of the period, performs without conductor with Barshai as its leading violist. Beginning with works of the mid-eighteenth cen­tury, Barshai takes over the role of conductor.Tickets for the forthcoming concert, as well as for the Artist Series season, are on sale at the University Box Office in the Mu- sic-Drama Center. Special stu­dent rates are offered for the season or single event, and a re­duced season rate is available to University staff.
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Miss Wilson went on to distin­guish between a hostesses’s be­ing available for complaints and her making formal rounds to check rooms where there are guests.Formal Proctoring ProhibitedAs Miss Wilson reported at the meeting. Miss Morton had told her that she knows that there have been violations of the open dorm policy, but that she has received no reports of any. She wants an an explicit safeguard against violations, said Miss Wil­son.The women discussed the feas­ibility of honor code enforcement, which would bind every resident to report to the hostess any infrin­gement she is aware of. A closed door would constitute an infrin­gement As a group the women expressed reluctance to adopt such a policy.Open Dorm PolicyThose present at the meeting saw a greater problem in the de facto differences between policies in the men’s dorms and those in the women’s. Since in practice across the campus the open dorm policy is not uniform, they felt, it can be only arbitrarily enforc­ed.The problem of enforcement brought the women to question the rule which requires that doors be a jar during visiting hours. Six to eight volunteers formed a com­mittee to draw up a statement in which they hope to express a representative student view of the present open dorms system and to offer possible revisions.Miss Wilson then introduced a proposal asking for a codification of house rules and a commission of more authority to individual house councils on rules concern­ing m atters like the use of loung­es and telephones. The proposal is to be put to a vote by dorm women as soon as it is put into final form. If ratified it will be presented to Miss Morton in the form of a petition.
Letters to the Editor
(The following letter was writ­ten to the Lawrentian as an open letter to the editors and staff of the 1966 Ariel.)To the Editor:
I have just received in the mail a copy of the 1966 Ariel and wish to say how much I ap­preciate the kindness you have extended me in the dedication of your yearbook. This is one more of the many fond mem­ories of Lawence that I will cherish for time to come.
The yearbook is an excellent one and will be a credit to you as well as Lawrence University when it goes out to secondary schools and libraries all over the country. Please accept my gratitude for the honor of hav­ing this fine book dedicated to me. CHANDLER W. ROWE, President, Hawaii Loa College.
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MIDWEST CONFERENCEW L TP OPRipon 3 0 123 12Lawrence 3 0 80 41St. Olaf 2 1 95 47Cornell 2 1 70 72Carleton 2 1 35 53Beloit 2 1 107 41Knox 1 2 20 94Monmouth 0 3 28 128Grinnell 0 3 42 72•Coe 0 3 36 69
* * •
Games O c t  15
Beloit at St. Olaf (Homecoming) Coe at Ripon (Homecoming) Cornell at Carleton Grinnell at Monmouth Knox at Lawrence
Results Oct. 8Carleton 21, Beloit 19 Knox 14, Grinnell 7 Lawrence 35, Cornell 20 Ripon 47, Monmouth 0 St. Olaf 19, Coe 9
St. Olaf’s Dave Krahn and Rip- on’s A1 Long vaulted into the in­dividual scoring lead in the Mid­west Conference while the team championship chase tightened up with two teams tied for first and four tied for third.Long ran for Ripon’s first four touchdowns in the 47-0 win over Monmouth, while Krahn scored two touchdowns for St. Olaf, in­cluding a 59-yard dash with the go-ahead TD in the victory over Coe. That tied them atop the league with 36 points, followed by Chuck McKee who has 32 points.Rich Weeks of Grinnell and Jim  Clark of Ripon, who were the leaders a week ago. did not score. They dropped into a four-way tie for fourth with Dewey Schultz of Cornell and Mike Phillips of Be­loit. Each member of that four­some has four touchdowns.Two big face-offs today will in­volve the four teams which are tied for third place with identical 2-1 records. St. Olaf, the Midwest Conference’s top rushing club with 781 yards in three games, will entertain Beloit, which is sec­ond to Ripon in both total team offense and defense. It will be St. Olaf’s Homecoming.Cornell, the league leading pass­ing team with a 255-yard average, will travel to Carleton which up­ended previously unbeaten Be­loit last Saturday.The undefeated league leaders. Ripon and Lawrence (3-0), will play at home. Ripon will host Coe (0-3) in the Redmen Home­coming while the Vikings will en­tertain Knox (1-2) which upset Grinnell Saturday.
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Vikes Down Cornell 35-20> 
Figi, Witte Gain 135 Yards
M A Y B E , J U S T  M A Y B E , the Lawrence football team is for real. By downing Cornell 35-20, the V'ikes have now pushed their record to an impressive 3-0 to tie them with Ripon for the Midwest Confer-
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ence lead. The season opened with the usual early optimism as the Vikes won their first two games but were often less than spectacular. The potential of the team showed through in a come from behind victory over highly regarded St. Olaf. But after the first two games, Lawrence was far down in the league statistics and seemed to have a little trou­ble with consistency, both on of­fense and defense.Cornell was also a highly re­garded team and was undefeat­ed. The game was to be a test of how good Lawrence actually was. The Vikes came through well, as they quickly established superiority in the line, contain­ing Cornell’s ground attack while opening up their own. It> was this domination of the line play which played a large part in the win.The Lawrence attack was per­haps a bit more varied than it has been in past weeks. Chuck McKee was again the integral part as he scored two touch­downs and passed for another while gaining 159 yards on the ground and passing for 139 more. Dick Witte carried the ball 17 times for 73 yards and Steve Figi had 13 carriers for 62 yards and two touchdowns.
Crowell Gains 47 YardsMcKee completed 5 of 15 pass­es for 139 yards. Leading receiv­er in the game for the Vikes was Rod Clark who caught two aerials for 50 yards. McKee also hit Crowell once for 47syards and Witte once for 32 yards and a touchdown.Overall, Lawrence seemed able to move the ball almost at will against Cornell but was hamper­ed by four fumbles, all of which stopped extended drives.Cornell had been feared as a passing team and they carried through their threat by complet­ing 19 of 26 passes for 294 yards and three touchdowns. But the Vike pass defenders stiffened often enough to stop the attack
since the Rams could only mus­ter 44 yards on the ground. Lead­ing the Vike defenders was Ken Koskelin who recovered two fum­bles, made seven tackles, inter­cepted a pass, and nailed the quarterback once before he could pass. Deep backs John Biolo and Chip Taggart and line backer Gary Hietpas each had key interceptions.
Weak DefenseFor the year now, the Vikes are averaging a whopping 350 yards per game. The defense, which head Coach Ron Roberts pegged as one of the best in the conference, has not been as spec­tacular as it was hoped it would be, giving up an average of 288 yards per game. But in spite of some adverse statistics, Law­rence has looked good enough to win all of its games.This week-end, the Vikes en­tertain the Siwash (which means “savage” in Indian) from Knox College. Knox, which was not supposed to be a threat this year, is fresh from a 14-7 vic­tory over Grinnell. For the sea­son, Knox is 1-2 and the Vikes must resist the temptation to look past this game towards the showdown with Ripon next week. Last year, both Lawrence and Ripon started out exactly as they have this year, and Lawrence travelled to Knox. The Vikes were surprised as the winless Siwash almost upset them. It took a fourth-quarter drive and a sturdy defense to salvage a 14-10 victory last year. Knox is definitely an improved team and should provide more than ade­quate competition.Last year Lawrence won its first four games: 35-7 over Carleton; 26-21 over St. Olaf; 13- 8 over Cornell; and 14-10 over Knox. This year the Vikes have three straight: 21-0 over Carle­ton; 24-21^  over St. Olaf and 35-20 over Cornell. On paper, Law­rence is the favorite, but if the game is anything like last year’s, it will be a tossup.
HEAR
LAWRENCE - KNOX GAME
LIVE from the 50 yard line
on
WAPL-FM
105.7 M.C.
7th straight year broadcasting Lawrence football
Student Special
1/2 Goldlen-Fried Butter Crust Chicken
(Includes 4 pieces of pre-cooked, breaded, and deep- 
fried elbow lickin ' chicken) 3 5  r89- ^
l/4  lb. CH O PPED SIRLOIN
Char-grilled steak on bun with french fries and 
cole slaw $1
W e Serve from  5 to 10:30Coach Lamp Inn
211 S. W alnut
S I DEL I NE  HI GHL I GHTS
By R O D  C L A R K
Just a few predictions on this week’s Midwest Confer­ence action to brighten up the week-end. After three weeks, the strong teams have emerged and it is time for me to make a few weekly guesses.B elo it at S t. O la f: The Oles have a solid game and a tough line. Beloit is second in both offensive and defensive statistics but should be outmanned. Beloit has an excell­ent passing attack and could surprise. St. Olaf 24 - Beloit 21. Coe at R ipon: Ripon is the class of the league right now and Coe is merely mediocre. Ripon 38 - Coe 12.C ornell at C arleton: Both teams can be explosive but Cornell is much more consistent. The Rams are the top passers in the league and should win. Cornell 24 - C a rle to n  14. G rinnell at M onm ou th: Grinnell was picked as con­tender and has lost three tough games. It should be no contest. Grinnell 28 - Monmouth 7.
Vike Harriers Drop 
Cornell Meet 22-33
The Lawrence cross-country team was outraced across the fields of Cornell College last Saturday, in what the Lawrentians conceded to be an upset.Cornell won. 22-33, while the Rams’ Dave Newell captured the individual laurels. Little more can be said from a Lawrentian point of view; all the Viking runners found their time disappointingly puzzling over a course as flat as the state of Iowa in which it is found.Steve Sedgwick’s second, Wayne Draeger’s fourth, and Bill Giese’s seventh place all left those Vik­ing harriers strides behind Corn­ell runners they had paced dur­ing the race.Whatever the relative merits of the Lawrence and Cornell teams, Lawrence Coach Gene Davis was upset. He felt that his runners had no excuse for their defeat. Tact­fully silent, they offered none.At this point it seems judicious to venture no prediction for Sat­urday’s meet with Knox, yet run­ners seldom put in two poor per­formances in a row.The contest will begin at 12:45 on the Vikings’ Whiting Field course.
VIK ING-R IPON  GAME
1:30 Next Saturday 
Lawrence Bowl
AFTER 
THE GAME,
Eat at
MURPHY’S
BA T MA N  
IS DE AD
and buried in the base­
ment at the Chuck Wagon
— Superman r 1 ■ i %Clip This Ad for a 
10c DISCOUNTon A n y  Sandivich
BIG "POOR BOYS" or 
"H ERO S" 85c
Big Beef Burger . . . 35c 
Kosher Corned Beef . 95c17 other Go«xI Sandwiches
Open 11:00 a.m. - 2 a m.Tuesday thru Saturday Mondays: 11:00 to 8:00 Closed Sundays
Chuck Wagon
317 W est College
across from Sears
Anyone can
GOOF.
With Eaton’s Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper, you 
can erase that goof without a trace.
Not a telltale smudge remains. A special surface per­
mits quick and easy erasing with an ordinary pencil 
eraser. For perfect papers every time, get Corrasable. 
In light, medium, heavy weights and Onion Skin. In 
handy 100-sheet packets and 500-sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Departments.
Only Eaton makes Corrasable.®
EATON PAPER CORPORATION. PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
Betas Capture First Place 
In Intraquad Football Play
VIKING CROSS-COUNTRY captain Steve Sedgwick (left) and teammate John Howe discuss meet plans with coach Ciene Davis. The harriers have a 1-3 record so far, having defeated St. ( >laf but losing to Carleton, Oshkosh State and Cornell. They run against Knox at 12:45 p.m. today at Whiting Field.
Vike Footmen Downed 8-3’, 
Will Face Beloit on Friday
After the first week and a half of the intraquad football season the Betas moved into un­disputed possession of first place on the basis of a perfect 3-0 rec­ord.First round action saw the Betas taking an easy 25-2 victory from the Taus, the Fijis edging the Delts 12-6, and the Phis dumping the Sig Eps 26-12. John Chesney paced the Beta win by snaring four interceptions that killed all Tau scoring threats.The passing of Bruce Elliot and the receiving of Chesney, Dick Schultz, and Rick Wylie proved too much for the Tau defenders as the outcome was decided in the first half. Wally Vuchnich was a bright spot for the Taus as he matched Ches­ney’s four interceptions.In a close game the Fijis used the passing arm  of Chris Olson and the receiving of Dennis Nakamura to beat the Delts.
Frosh Football Beats Lakeland
The Lawrence freshman football team swept past Lakeland Col­lege Tuesday in the Lawrence Bowl with a score of 40-6.The Vike yearlings gained 334 yards on the ground behind the strong blocking of their line. Lake­land could stop neither the straight dive plays nor the end sweeps which quarterback Tom Richardson mixed so effectively.Starting fullback Tom Findley, wingbacks Denny Meyer and Tom Vanderhyden gained yardage con­sistently up the middle while tail­back Paul Rechrter kept la k e ­land's defense loose with his sprints to the outside. Lawrence gained 184 yards on the outside sweeps alone.Meyer scored first on a one- yard plunge. Rechner scored twice on ten-yard scampers and was on the throwing end of a touchdown strike to end Pete Savings.Richardson also scored on a twenty-yard sweep. Tim Meyer kicked four of six extra point tries.Freshm an Coach Clyde Rusk singled out Ted Hope. Frank Mar­ino and Larry Einspahr for their defensive showing. They combined for seventeen tackles. Rusk also had praise for the defensive per­formances of Pete Savings, John Kafura. Tom Goeldner. Tim Mey­er, Bill Davis, Mark Hilgondorf. Denny Meyer, Ron Sushak and Randy Merza.It was Lawrence’s front five, however, consistently outcharging Lakeland’s line that was largely responsible for holding the visit­ors to one fourth-quarter score.Thursday. Oct. 20, the Vike freshmen travel to Beloit, follow­ed on Oct. 27 by the big game with Ripon in the Lawrence Bowl.
Striking early, Olson found Nak­amura in the end zone to estab­lish a 6-0 lead. The Delts came back to tie it at 6-6 with Dick DeMark for the TD.
The game then settled down to a defensive battle and looked as though it would stay that way, but with a minute left Olson again connected with Nakamura for the winning score. Harvey Takemoto, Monte Ailen and Ken Luckhardt all turned in good de­fensive performances for the Fijis.In the third game the Phis held the Sig Eps in check and won 26-12. The Eps’ John Ben­jamin hit Earl Tryon for a TD and scored another himself but it was not enough as the passing of Brian Bock and the receiving of Steve Simon and Pat Kenney paved the way to victory.
In the big game of the week the Betas scored early and then held off a Phi Delt rally to win 19-1. John Chesney got the victors on the right track by taking the first of his three interceptions and racing un­molested into the end zone. A strong pass rush by Pete House, Kit Vernon, and Art Keppelman kept the Phis in their own ter­ritory and key interceptions stopped the Phi’s attack.
• Bruce Elliott then fired strikes to Rick Wylie and John Scales for a 19-0 half time lead. The second half was a different story, however, as Brian Bock unleash­ed long bombs to Steve Simon and Pat Kenney to bring the score to 19-14. Bob Thomas then grabbed a Beta pass and put the Phis in excellent scoring position deep in Beta territory.
Schultz -and Vernon StarThe Beta defense held, how­ever, and they were able to run out the clock for the victory. Defensively, Bob Krohn, Steve Wilson and Bill Godfrey stood out for the Phis while Chesney, Schultz and Vernon paced the Betas with Schultz especially ef­fective as a receiver.In other games, the Taus put up a tough fight before falling to the Fijis 15-12. Fiji scores came on an interception by Greg Wille, a safety by Takemoto and an Olson to Nakamura pass. The Taus tallied on a Sandy Ewing to Mark Rollins pass and a kickoff return by Dave Matz. Vuchnich intercepted three pass­es for the Taus while Takemoto turned in his usual great defen­sive game.
The Delts dropped the Eps 21-6 with Briden hitting Terry Miller twice and Jim  Grogan once for the Delt scores. Paul Croake and Tom Hosford each intercepted two passes for the Delts and Tod Soli kept the Ep quarterback under pressure. Steve Staryk found Earl Tryon in the end zone for the Sig Eps’ lone touchdown.
Last Tuesday the Betas and Fijis fought it out for first place and the Betas emerged the vic­tors. The game started out as a defensive battle and stayed that way for most of the first half. With under a minute re­maining Chesney snatched a Fiji pass, his eighth intercep­tion of the year, and ran it back deep into Fiji territory. With seconds remaining in the half Elliott hit Wylie in the corner of the end zone for the score. In the second half Schultz kept the Fijis off balance and Jeff Clark was able to get loose in the end zone.
Elliott’s pass was there and the Betas led 12-0. That was enough as the Fiji offense couldn’t move, only once did they get into scoring position but a strong rush by House and Ver­non prevented a score. Allan and Takemoto stood out for the Fijis.
The Phis topped the Delts 15- 14 but the game was not as close as the score. Steve Wilson scor­ed the first Phi TD on a pass from Bock and Pete Schendal followed that by stealing a Delt pass and going for six points. Dick DeMark took a Briden pass for one TD and also added the PAT.
Then, in the last minute, with the Phis leading 15-7 they tried a  bomb and the Delts intercept­ed. A quick bomb to Tom De Mark accounted for the final margin.
In other action the Sig Eps nipped the Taus 13-8 after trail­ing 8-0 for the first 30 minutes. Vuchnich scored the Taus’ TD on a pass from Ewing, while Ep scores were on passes from Dave Brown to Bob Uhe and Steve Staryk to Miles Turner. The Sig Eps credited their win to an improved defense, led by Mike Evarts.
Thursday’s games will find the Phis against the Fijis in a fight for second place, the Delts meeting the Taus and the Betas dueling the Sig Eps.
The standings:Betas .........................  3-0Phis .............................  2-1Fijis ...........................  2-1Delts ...........................  1-2Sig Eps ...................... 1-2Taus ...........................  0-3
FREE 23K GOLD
Stamping at Pa-lohw's!
We’ll Ik* happy to  personalize your purchase with name or ini­tials. It adds that extra thought­ful touch to gifts.
PAH-LOW’S
303 VV. College Ave.On the Street of Quality
Ripon’s soccer field was the scene of an 8-3 trouncing handed to Lawrence’s soccer club by the Redmen. Playing their first game of the season on a strange field, Lawrence did well to keep the score as close as it was.Ripon had already played four well organized teams before meet­ing Lawrence. Consequently Rip­on was more experienced and in better game condition than the Vikes.The Vikes kept the score down to a 1-1 tie for a good portion of the first half on a goal by John Negley. However, Ripon’s explos­ive offense unloaded a barrage of scores to overpower the Vikes in the last part of the first half. Ripon’s stamina and open-field control made it hard for the Law­rence ‘footmen’ to keep even.Mike Lowe, a freshman, scored
to bring the half-time tally to 5-2 in favor of Ripon. Ripon scored three more times in the second half before Lawrence came back with the prettiest and final goal of the game. The combined effort of Parker and Negley baffled the Ripon defense with a well execut­ed give and go passing attack which broke up the defense long enough for Negley to power the ball in for a score.The team kept battling, but they were unable to score in the three minutes remaining. The fi­nal score of the game was 8-3 which was indicative of the rela­tive experience, substitutes, and stamina.The soccer club is looking for­ward toward this Friday after­noon’s game with Beloit, which promises to be a great deal closer and more exciting.
FILM CLASSICS PRESENTS:
J E A N  V IG O 'S
ZERO FOR CONDUCT
" A  masterful exhibition of pore cinematic 
invention and i magi not ion."
James Agee
STANSBURY HALL - SUNDAY, 2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
The LAW RENTIAN
CARDS
FOR HALLOWEEN AND THANKSGIVING
Conkey's Book Store
